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1. In the abstract, please point to the detail of the method e.g. type of study and year of study.
2. In the abstract, please remove phrase "19 years" of the result, and add it to the section of the method.
3. Please introduction divisive in 5 paragraphs and remove subsections and sentences extra, and sentences repeat in the text.

In the first paragraph, what is gambling in Uganda?

In the second paragraph, type of gambling.

In the third paragraph, the prevalence of gambling.

In the fourth paragraph, the point of view of Society about gambling.

In the fifth paragraph, please add trends and attitudes of youth to gambling.

In the sixth, please add sentences about low research on gambling in youth.

In the seventh paragraph, please add the aim of the study.

1. Please remove these sentences of the method and add to the result section. "A total of 1101 randomly selected students participated in the study and 976 (88.6%) completed the survey instruments. One hundred twenty-five (11.4%) of the questionnaires were excluded for providing insufficient/incomplete data for analysis".
2. The section of measure need to paragraphing. Please write sentences that are related in the one paragraphs.
3. In section (b) Psychosocial functioning, please state detail the sentence” The items yielded $= 0.77$“ and add reference.
   If this sentence is related to result of your study, please remove sentence of this section and add in the result.
4. In section (c) Antisocial behavior items, please state detail the sentence” $\alpha = 0.72$“ and add reference. If this subject is related to result of your study, please remove and add in the result.
5. Please write data analysis in a one paragraph. In this section you wrote about binary logistic regression in two paragraph, please explain about binary logistic regression in the one place of text.
6. In section of result, only explain about your study result. explain about result another study in the discussion.
7. In table 1 you report 695 (71.2%), Please remove %
8. In table 1, please revise row of “Education (tuition) sponsorship/funding, Any chronic medical condition, Previous
mental health problem, Involvement in behaviors one should be ashamed of if they became public, Uncontrolled drinking of alcohol, and Involvement in one way or the other in academic malpractice”.

9. In table 2, Please report OR in two decimal digits.
10. In table 1 and 2, please report percent in one decimal digit.

14- In the discussion, you need to follow the pattern.

(A) In the first paragraph, you need to explain 3 or 4 main results.

(B) In next paragraphs, explain one main result and defense of the result with other studies.

15- In the conclusion section, please explain the conclusion of your study and remove extra writing.

16- Please revise all references and follow one pattern.